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Reflecting on what being part of the PRME WG on Sustainability Mindset means to him, Adnan 

shares with us: “One term which we academics frequently use in discussions with students is 

sustainability. This term has become part of even marketing nomenclature. With an ever 

changing environment in which corporations work, resource are gradually at the risk of being 

eliminated. And, there are many challenges being faced by the society. I believe sustainability is 

not a definition. Rather, it is orientation or way of thinking that allows to hold the context of the 

environment in mind to make an ever lasting impact.  

What excites me being part of the Prime WG on sustainability mindset is its novel approach to 

influence and subsequently change behaviors. This Prime WG presents me an exciting 

opportunity.  As an educator, I can redesign or reframe the existing curriculum or course 

contents to help students analyze new challenges and consequently come up with innovative 

solutions.   

I consider the sustainability mindset a departure from the traditional paradigm of profit 

maximization. It is a new paradigm which is capable of addressing the new challenges of 

modern time by integrating different approaches and aspects, thus ensuring change in 

behaviors which in turn can harness sustainability on a wider scale.” 
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